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Distributed - and variegated

● LHC Experiments rely on heterogeneous distributed  environment
○ variety of Computing Resources involved (GRID, Clouds, HPC)
○ variety of Infrastructures and middleware providers
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○ Each community uses and describes Resources in its own way

○ Computing Models are similar but still have different implementation



Information System(s) - the Landscape
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Components of the WLCG 
Information System 

WLCG information 
consumers

And many others…

OIM

Open
LDAP 
BDII  REBUS

GOCDB

GlideinWMS

Phedex
Rucio

HammerCloud

Other 
sources



DoItYourself: limitations

● Multiple sources of information. 
○ Data is sometime contradictory or incomplete. 

○ Debugging is complicated.

○ No central place where data can be validated

● Integration of new type of resources is not straightforward

● Complex objects like storage services with variety of access protocols and 
storage shares is not properly described

No high-level information middleware which completely covers Experiments 
use-cases and describes resource as VOs need (use them)

Currently every experiment has to solve all these (and more) problems 
(challenges) on their own
… and each site has to deal with each experiment separately
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Solution: a unified Information system
  High level information system aiming to describe the topology of 

the WLCG infrastructure (resources provided by the WLCG sites) 

and experiment-specific configuration required to exploit this 

infrastructure according to the experiments Computing models.

Alexey Anisenkov, CHEP-2018

➢ Clear distinction between resources 
provided by (Sites) and resources used by (Experiments) 

➢ Experiment independent, but still experiment-oriented

➢ Plugin based approach allows customization to address various 
experiment requirements and implementation of the dedicated 
experiment instances

➢ Shared building blocks to optimize development process and to 
ensure common look and feel. Think about it in terms of lego bricks

➢ Flexibility to address technology evolution and changes in the 
experiment computing models and applications. Lego bricks again!

CRIC is a framework providing a centralized (and flexible) way to describe which 
resources LHC experiments are using and also how they use them:
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CRIC

● What CRIC is NOT: 
○ A replacement for the BDII

○ A new GOCDB/OIM

● Why would CRIC work (where things like BDII etc. not so much)?
○ Because this is going to expose and represents what experiments (collaboration) really use
○ The responsibility is on the experiments, the ones that really use the resources

■ Fetch from sources, but possibility to annotate, extend, correct
○ Fine grained A&A to edit (stop gap solutions, plus push back up to sites)  errors in resources 

definition
○ Glue together (actually interface) the resource providers and the frameworks of the experiments
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CRIC Architecture

CMS CRIC

CORE CRIC

ATLAS CRIC

Lightweight 
LHCb CRIC

Lightweight 
ALICE CRIC

➢ Modular architecture is based on the Django framework, 
implementing different apps for CORE (provided by) and 
experiment (used by) parts

➢ Data are exposed via REST API which is configurable by 
filters and different presets (views).

➢ Bootstrap, jQuery, Web services and many other modern 
tools and technologies are used

REST 
API

WebUI

SiteDB

Reebus

Other Sources

BDII

GlideinWMS 
configs
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Authorization and Authentication (A&A)

Each Experiment configures own Data access policies!

Profiles

SSO

SSL

VOMS

LocalUser Custom 
Groups

permissions

Roles Group 
memberships

Auth 
Group
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➢ Several Authentication methods are enabled

○ ….we are tuned with the A&A evolution working group

➢ Fine grain Authorisation on the level of a single instance of a CRIC object

➢ Flexible utilisation of Permissions, Roles and Groups at various levels which 
allows CRIC to become the main source of A&A for VOs

➢ Ability to bootstrap User info from whatever external source
 (CERN user DB, Experiment DBs, config files, e-groups, etc)
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➢ CMS is using CRIC not only to define access rights for CRIC objects, but also to 

define/expose user privileges for other CMS applications 
(CRAB, Phedex, etc…). Relies on CERN SSO and local authentication.

➢ ATLAS uses a simpler concept based on user’s DNs coming from VOMS

Experiment decides what elements should be used out of the CRIC 
box to implement own policies and follow own workflow.

SiteDB
Groups

Groups 
membership

Auth 
Group

per Facility 
Groups

Group 
Responsib

ilities

Auth 
Group

CMS User ATLAS 
User 

Example of A&A use-cases for different 
experiments

Roles

Roles
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Logging functionality  - track the changes
➢ CRIC provides an advanced logging functionality to monitor, 

administer and troubleshoot the system
➢ Logging is performed at the object level (a given object or any 

other object related to it)
➢ Full list of changes (including old values) is provided  through  

build-in table view.
➢ You can check who, when and how interacted with an object.
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Summary of the current status

Goal: provide CRIC for LHC experiments and WLCG central operations

● CRIC for CMS is our main focus as of today: 
■ CRIC for CMS deployed in production. Integration with CMS frameworks

 ongoing.

● WLCG CRIC: beta deployment at https://wlcg-cric.cern.ch
○ central WLCG operations instance: lightweight info sys (e.g. VOFeed) for LHCb and Alice which 

did not requested dedicated CRIC instances and will continue to rely on their systems

○
● ATLAS CRIC is our next step. 

○ Migrating AGIS (the current ATLAS informational system ) to CRIC will soon start so that ATLAS 

can take advantage of the new features CRIC provides. To be discussed with ATLAS, but we 
are confident since expertise is in the CRIC team
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https://wlcg-cric.cern.ch


CRIC for central operations: An example

● WLCG CRIC is hosting the downtimes for the various sites.
● Downtimes can be declared in CRIC which is providing an API and various 

interfaces to browse them.
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CRIC for central operations: An example
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CRIC for central operations: An example
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CRIC for CMS

● CMS CRIC: production quality instance.  WebUI and APIs
● CMS is using the APIs to fetch user info (including authorisation) and topology info for their systems.
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CRIC for CMS Use cases

● SiteDB replacement:
○ We have implemented backwards compatible APIs for services that are 

using SiteDB.
○ Namily:

■ Site-names api
■ Data-processing api
■ People api
■ Groups api
■ Site Responsibilities api
■ Roles api

○ We have validated with CMS that everything works as it should and we 
have tackled all the issues along the way.

● Preproduction migration
○ We tried to import all the GlideinWMS configuration
○ The plan was too ambitious. We rolled back but we got deep knowledge.
○ Now we are ready to finally tackle the problem
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CRIC for CMS
● CRIC team is really happy to take into consideration all the 

requirements of the experiments and develop the best possible 
service.

● We cannot do this on our own. We need experts from the 
experiments helping us and guiding us on the correct direction.

○ Thanks to the various CMS experts!

Katarzyna Maria Dziedziniewicz-Wojcik, Stephan Lammel, Giuseppe Bagliesi, Brian Paul 
Bockelman, Natalia Ratnikova , Andrea Sartirana, Steano Belforte, Lina Marcela Jimenez 
Becerra, Alan Malta Rodrigues, Marco Mascheroni,  Edgar M Fajardo Hernandez, Jeffrey 
Dost ...  (we might have missed someone, apologies!)
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CRIC for other experiments
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● CRIC beyond LHC experiments. Using CRIC’s modular design we were able to 
deploy an instance for a smaller VO using minimum effort.  Compass CRIC is 
already running at https://compass-cric.cern.ch . 

● ATLAS CRIC is our next step. Migrating AGIS (the current ATLAS informational 
system ) to CRIC will soon start so that ATLAS can take advantage of the new 
features CRIC provides

https://compass-cric.cern.ch


Conclusions
➢ All LHC experiments are sharing common computing infrastructure. CRIC offers a 

common framework describing this infrastructure, but also an advanced functionality 
to describe all necessary experiment-specific configuration. The way the system is 
designed each experiment can independently describe it’s world and still coexist with 
the others under the same roof.

➢ CRIC allows us to collect all the topology information of wlcg in one place and offer it 
directly to the experiments through our API. That way we can guarantee the validity of 
information. If something is not correct experiments will immediately know and there 
will be only one place to go and fix the error, CRIC. 

➢ Check CRIC today at:
○ https://cms-cric.cern.ch
○ https://wlcg-cric.cern.ch 
○ https://compass-cric.cern.ch 

➢ Share with us your suggestions and ideas using cric-devs@cern.ch 
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Questions?


